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By E. J. R. David

State University of New York Press, United States, 2018. Paperback. Condition: New. Language:
English . Brand New Book. In a series of letters to his mixed-race Koyukon Athabascan family, E. J.
R. David shares his struggles, insecurities, and anxieties as a Filipino American immigrant man,
husband, and father living in the lands dominated by his family s colonizer. The result is We Have
Not Stopped Trembling Yet, a deeply personal and heartfelt exploration of the intersections and
widespread social, psychological, and health implications of colonialism, immigration, racism,
sexism, intergenerational trauma, and internalized oppression. Weaving together his lived realities,
his family s experiences, and empirical data, David reflects on a difficult journey, touching upon the
importance of developing critical and painful consciousness, as well as the need for connectedness,
strength, freedom, and love, in our personal and collective efforts to heal from the injuries of
historical and contemporary oppression. The persecution of two marginalized communities is
brought to the forefront in this book. Their histories underscore and reveal how historical and
contemporary oppression has very real and tangible impacts on Peoples across time and
generations.
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I actually started reading this publication. It is full of knowledge and wisdom You wont sense monotony at at any time of your respective time (that's what
catalogs are for relating to should you check with me).
-- V ilm a  B a yer  III--  V ilm a  B a yer  III

I just started out looking over this ebook. it was writtern extremely perfectly and useful. You are going to like the way the blogger publish this book.
-- Mica ela  K utch-- Mica ela  K utch
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